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After zero-gravity heroics left astronaut Nicolas Rogers injured, his new job as a park ranger seems

perfect. Being a caretaker of his corner of the Smoky Mountains makes him almost okay with having

to be on Earth. More importantly, this deep in the woods, Nico's practically a hermit at a remote

ranger station. Sure, he has good friends in nearby Knoxville, but he's otherwise free from petty

drama and broken hearts... until Deen enters his world.Caught in a compromising position by

relentless paparazzi, rock star and international playboy Deen Jayse barely escaped with his career

intact. He needs image rehab and a break from fame. His manager strongly suggests a stint in the

Smokies, promoting national parks and being wholesome. Which would be a lot easier if Nico

weren't there in his sexy park ranger uniform.Nico already has his hands full with arsonists at the

park without Deen adding to his workload. He thinks he has to babysit a spoiled celebrity, but when

he catches a glimpse of the man behind the persona he sees something he can't resist. They've

both experienced the isolation of fame, and while their loneliness brings them together, their worlds

threaten to tear them apart. Deen can't just drop everything to go live in the mountains, and Nico

can't abandon them... After a taste of being together, how can they possibly face a future

apart?Splinter is a standalone gay romance novel with a HEA ending and no cliffhanger. Book #2,

Grasp, will be available August 22nd!
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Deen Jase may be a rock star who is rising professionally but personally, he is a hot mess and

perpetually in sticky situations. This is perhaps the most sticky and the way out will take time and

ingenuity. Owning his own sexuality isn't going to happen any time soon with his career.His

assignment to do PR activities with the park ranger, Nico, in an attempt to rebuild his image seems

not so bad at first until he finds much more than he bargained for. Instant attraction is my jam!Nico

Rogers has secrets of his own and has absolutely no interest in babysitting some rock singer. Over

time both men discover that they have much more in common than one might suspect but very

different lives. Someone is setting fires in the forest and it seems that Nico might be a target.I love

that this is the start of a new series by one-click maestro E. Davies and can't wait for more!

When a friend asked me what I was reading and I told her that this was a gay romance novel about

a rock star (Deen) who gest involved in another drug & sex scandal and his manager tells him to go

to a national park to rehabilitate his image by doing "vblogs" about the park and the national park

service in general and he meets a hunky but very moody park ranger (Nico) who in another life was

an astronaut and they fall madly in love she was like your kidding me!?! But this books works in so

many ways and was such a fun read. Watching Nico gradually deflate Deens enormous ego while

at the same time Deen brings Nico out of his shell was so realistic and the man on man romance

was an added bonus. I have read several book by the author Mr. E. Davis and each one just keeps

getting better and better...

Nico is a big strong, sexy park Ranger. He seems quiet, private and mysterious. Deen is a bad boy

rock star who is losing his way so much, even he can't get out of his own way. Spoiled, becoming

jaded, needing perspective and a way to save his public image. He goes to the National Park in the

Smokie Mountains. This is an amazing, hot, sexy story about two very exceptional men finding each

other. This was a fantastic introduction to a new series. I love M/M stories that have strong

characters and purpose. E. Davies always gives both. Thanks for another brilliant, enjoyable story. I

HIGHLY, HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS BOOK!!!!!



Ed Davies has a way of drawing you into his world and making you never want to leave.This is the

story of Deen who is a hot shot rock star that needs a serious public image overhaul and Nico who

is a retired astronaut who is basically hiding from his past in the wilderness.When these two are

thrown together you never expect the fun times or the chemistry that these two seem to produce but

Ed Davies has once again created characters that you can not help but fall in love with.This is the

first book in a new series and I can not wait to see what else Ed has in store for the future

characters in this series.

Thanks E. Davies, I really enjoyed this story. A sexy ranger meets naughty rock star. There is only

one thing I missed, that's a song around a camp fire, and a little more of Nico's time in space, but

otherwise it was perfect. The chemistry between them was great, I wouldn't say Insta-love but it was

close, and I love that. I'm looking forward to the next book in the series.

This was a such a great book! I read it in matter of days and didn't want to put it down!! I really

enjoyed Nico and Deen's romantic story and I cannot wait for the 2nd book in this series! I definitely

recommend this to those looking to start a new series to enjoy!

Very little to complain about with this book. Well written, great characters and a good storyline, what

more could a reader ask for? For me, a little more backstory, especially family or why there is none (

I don't think I missed that. Look forward to the next one.

I loved every minute and page turn. I couldn't see how these guys, who are great characters with

true depth, would get a HEA but E. Davies did it. This is why I love his work. Always a wonderful

read and an amazing experience. I can't wait to see who is next.
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